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The next best thing to being wise oneself is to live in a circle of those who are.

—C.S. Lewis
The Frances White Ewbank Colloquium

On
C. S. Lewis
and Friends

CALL FOR PAPERS

Papers are invited on any topic that concerns C. S. Lewis and his "friends" Owen Barfield, George MacDonald, Dorothy Sayers, J. R. R. Tolkien, and Charles Williams. Up to 30 papers will be accepted for 10 projected sessions; papers should take no more than 15 minutes to read. Send complete manuscripts with SASE by October 15, 1997 to:

Richard Hill
Program Chair
Frances White Ewbank Colloquium
Department of English
Taylor University
Upland IN 46989

PROGRAM

Friday, Nov. 14

10:00 am "C.S. Lewis and the Problem of Evil"
Jerry Root
Wheaton College

1:00 pm "C. S. Lewis and Christian Scholarship"
Bruce Edwards
Bowling Green State University

2:00 "C. S. Lewis's Pilgrimage to Faith"
Jeny Root

3:30 Concurrent sessions/papers on Lewis and the Inklings

4:30 "The Joys of Collecting"
Edwin W. Brown, M.D.
Followed by a tour of the Edwin Brown collection of Lewis, MacDonald, Barfield, Sayers, and Williams first editions and manuscripts at Taylor's Zondervan Library.

6:00 Banquet

8:15 Through the Shadowlands:
a Portrayal of C. S. Lewis by David Payne

Saturday, Nov. 15

9:00 am Devotions
Jay Kesler
President, Taylor University

9:15 "Dorothy L. Sayers"
Marjorie L. Mead
Associate Director, Wade Center, Wheaton College

10:30 Papers / Concurrent Sessions

11:30 Papers/Concurrent Sessions

1:30 pm "George MacDonald's Answer to the Victorian Crisis of Faith"
Pam Jordan
Taylor University

3:00 Papers / Concurrent Sessions

Registration

THE FRANCES WHITE EWBANK COLLOQUIUM
ON C. S. LEWIS AND FRIENDS
Nov. 14-15, 1997
Taylor University: Upland Campus
Upland, Indiana

I enclose $40 for registration, which includes all presentations, the Friday evening banquet, the Friday evening performance of David Payne, and admission to either the Thursday or Saturday performance of Shadowlands.

Please make checks payable to Taylor University

NAME __________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
PHONE __________________________
E-MAIL __________________________

Please reserve a ticket for the _______ Thursday _______ Saturday
performance of Shadowlands
(In order to insure a complimentary ticket, reservations for the play must be received no later than October 29.)

Lodging and Airport Transportation: A new Best Western motel in Upland is offering a 20% discount to our participants. To receive the discount, Call 765-996-2331 by Oct. 20 and mention the Lewis and Friends colloquium. Airport transportation is available from Indianapolis or Ft. Wayne Airports for $25 round trip. Please send your flight information with registration.

REGISTER ONLINE: http://www.tayloru.edu/cslewis
OR MAIL REGISTRATION AND FEES TO:

Frances White Ewbank Colloquium
English Department
Taylor University
500 W. Reade Avenue
Upland IN 46989

Questions? E-Mail rchill@tayloru.edu
or phone (765) 996-4871.